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Appendices Appendices AppendixAppendix A 

A.A.  Mathematical  models 

1.. Governing equations 
Thiss appendix will describe the governing equations for the CFD calculations performed in 

thiss research. The multi-fluid model section describes the general formulation of the model 
equations.. The homogenous model explained in the next section is a simplification to this 
generall  formulation. The multi-fluid model will be used to setup Euler-Euler simulations (see 
appendixx D), whereas the homogeneous model will be used to implement VOF simulations 
(seee appendix C). 

Multi-fluidMulti-fluid  model 
Thee general scalar advection-diffusion equation: 

atat 0=1 

Forr momentum equations this takes the form: 

^^ aPaaPauuaa + V(£„(pQu0 ®ua - M V u a +(VuB)r ))) 
at at 

Thee continuity equation: 

J^P„)+V.(E apaua)=00 (3) 

and d 

hhaa=i=i  (4) 
a=\ a=\ 

Thee formulas above define 4iV' +1 equations for the following 5Np unknowns: 
uuaaQx),pQx),paajEjEaa.. For this system of equations to be solved, Np-l more equations need to be 
added.. In this research, the additional equation defines that all phases share the same pressure 
field: field: 

Pa=Pp=Pa=Pp= ~=P <5> 

Anyy additional quantities to be solved, such as tracer concentrations, take the general form 
off  the advection-diffusion equation, without inter-phase transfer terms c  ̂ . 

HomogeneousHomogeneous model 
Inn the homogeneous model, all transported quantities but volume fraction £ are taken to be 

equall  for all phases. Therefore, the general advection-diffusion equation for a given quantity 
cann be summed over all phases to give: 
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——p0p0 + V-(pu0-rV0) = S' (6) 
ot ot 

with: : 
N N 

== LeaPa C7) 

11 ^ A 
uu = -X e^« u « (8) 

and d 
N„ N„ 

r r == 2>«rB (9) 

Noww the advection-diffusion equation does no longer show inter-phase transfer terms. The 
momentumm equations simplify to 

—— pu+V(öu<8)u-M(Vu + (Vu)r))=B-V/7 (10) 
dt dt 

with h 

Ann assumption in the equations above is that the velocity field is shared between all 
phases,, i.e. no slip is present between the phases. This assumption is valid if the grid on which 
thee equations are solved is fine enough to ensure a single cell mainly contains one of the 
phases.. The velocity at this position will identify the velocity of the phase present at this 
position. . 

2.. Turbulence models 
Inn this research the general single-phase ke model, extended for the use in multi-phase 

systems,, has been used. In this model, the effective viscosity in the momentum equations is 
thee sum of the molecular and a turbulent viscosity: 

with: : 

Hr«=C,,p£Hr«=C,,p£ (13) 

Here,, k represents the kinetic energy and £ represent the rate of turbulence dissipation. 
Thee volume fraction equation is modified in the following way: 

| - £aPa+ V . ( £o P„ U „ - r V £ a) =00 (14) 
at at 

with: : 
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rr  = — (15) 

Thee transport equations for /: and e: 

^ )V* a) )) = 

(16) ) 

J-£aPAA + V-(ea(P.M« -(ji a +^)V* a)) = 

e«Ste+Z<#<*,-*«) ) 

|U />«e„„  +V-(£a(pHuaeH -(AI B + ^ ) V ea ) ) = 

(17) ) 

£ a ^ e a + £C S ( ^ - e a) ) 

with: : 

St e= / > a+ Ga- pK eaa (18) 

S«« =^L (Cl e(P„+C3emax(Ga,0))-C2Epaea) (19) 

inn which shear production Pa and production due to body forces Ga for incompressible flows 
aree given by: 

^ = A W V u a . ( V u a+ ( V u Jr )) (2°) 

G„= 00 (21) 

Thee fee model has the following model parameters: C^Ci^C^.C .̂ In addition, the 

Prandtll  numbers aa for the various quantities need to be specified. 

3.. Drag 
Inn this research, transport between the phases is only taken into account for momentum. 

Momentumm transfer between two phases is referred to as drag. Various drag models define the 
amountt of momentum transferred as a function of velocity difference between the phases (slip 
velocity),, holdup, etc. Because in the homogeneous model all phases share the same velocity 
field,, no inter-phase momentum transfer is present in this model. 

Inn the multi-fluid model, inter-phase momentum transfer can be modelled by specifying a 
valuee for the inter-phase momentum transfer coefficients c  ̂ (eq. 1). 

MixtureMixture model 
Inn the mixture model, two phases between which momentum is transferred are both 

supposedd to be continuous phases. Since the drag exerted on phase a by phase ft equals the 
dragg exerted on phase (3 by phase a, the resulting model is symmetrical in nature: 

c%=^pJ**-uAc%=^pJ**-uA (22) 
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with: : 

Pa?Pa? =£aPa+£pPli (2 3) 

Thee interfacial length scale d  ̂ and drag coefficient CD are model parameters. 

ParticleParticle model 
Thee particle model models the inter-phase momentum transfer between a continuous phase 

aa and a disperse phase j8 : 

«tff =f ̂ - w . K -« I <24> 
Here,, the drag coefficient CD is a model parameter, and dG represents the average size of 

thee particles or bubbles that make up phase j8 . 

4.. Boundary conditions 
Thiss section will describe the various boundary conditions used in this research. 

Inlets Inlets 
Att inlets, the values for velocities and volume fractions are explicitly specified. 

Walls Walls 
Unlesss mentioned otherwise, all the simulations in this research have used a no-slip 

conditionn for each of the phases at the wall: 

ua=ÖÖ (25) 

Sincee there is no flow through the wall, there is no need to specify a boundary condition for 
volumee fractions at walls. 

Manyy variables will show sharp gradients near the walls. To prevent having to use a very 
finee grid near the wall to handle these sharp gradients, wall functions are used to solve the 
profiless near the wall. 

Forr turbulent kinetic energy k the wall shear stress T in a small boundary layer with 
thicknesss d is: 

TTtt=kpjc^=kpjc^  (26) 

Nearr the wall, two scaled variables are defined, a scaled velocity component parallel to the 
wall: : 

u_=-u_=- M, yll) 
x x 

andd a scaled distance to the wall: 

++ {d_y) (28) 

Thee scaled velocity component is calculated from: 
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\y\y++  fory < y0 

uu++ =ll=ll  , (29) 

== - ln(£y+) fory+>y0
+ 

withh >o being equal to the upper root of: 

yy
++

QQ)) (30) 
Here,, K and E are model parameters defining the thickness and steepness of the 

logarithmicc boundary layer. 
PressurePressure boundaries 
Att pressure boundaries, pressure is specified. For the velocities, a Neumann boundary 

conditionn is imposed: 

on on 

Volumee fraction is specified at a pressure boundary condition as well. However, volume 
fractionn will only be taken into account if a flow into the domain exists at the location of the 
boundaryy condition. 

SymmetrySymmetry planes and glue patches 
Thee symmetry and glue patches boundary conditions are straightforward. A glue patch 

imposess equality of all variables on either side of the patch. A symmetry patch imposes zero 
derivativess in the direction perpendicular to the patch. 

B.B. Numerical approach 
Alll  simulations in this research have been carried out with the commercial CFD package 

CFXX of AEA Technology, Harwell, UK, versions 4.1C, 4.ID, and 4.2. 

1.. Grid 
Alll  used grids are non-staggered. Discretization of the equations at the grid is performed 

usingg a finite differencing (finite volume) method. Physical space is mapped to a rectangular 
computationall  space. Two types of gridding are employed: 

 Rectangular gridding'. 
Here,, all boundary conditions are aligned at a rectangular block boundary. This requires 
physicall  space to be setup in such a way that this is possible. 

 Body fitted gridding'. 
thiss type of gridding is employed in most performed simulations. The difference with 
rectangularr gridding lies in the transformation of the physical space to computational 
space.. Whereas in rectangular gridding, mapping between physical space and 
computationall  space can be expressed by an analytical formula (simple Cartesian or 
cylindricall  coordinate systems for example), in body fitted gridding this mapping is 
performedd numerically for each control volume. 

Velocityy vector equations are treated as scalar equations: one scalar equation for each 
velocityy component. All scalar variables are discretized and evaluated at the cell centres. 
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Velocitiess required at the cell faces are evaluated by applying improved Rhie-Chow 
interpolation. . 

Transportt variables (diffusion coefficients, effective viscosities, ...) are evaluated and 
storedd at the cell faces. 

2.. Rhie-Chow interpolation 
Thee performed simulations apply improved Rhie-Chow (Rhie and Chow 1983) 

interpolatingg to evaluate the velocity components at the cell faces. These velocity components 
att cell faces are interpolated from the velocity components at the cell centres. 

Thee standard Rhie-Chow scheme gives rise to errors in mass continuity proportional to 
squaredd grid increment (the difference of cell size going from one cell to its neighbouring cell) 
andd the 4th derivative of the pressure field with respect to space. One example in which large 
deviationss might occur is in buoyant flows with free surfaces. The employed improved Rhie-
Choww scheme handles this problem by applying an alternative method for pressure 
interpolationn at the cell faces. 

3.. Pressure correction 
Afterr the velocity components have been calculated from their advection-diffusion 

equations,, the continuity equation (eq. 3) is not necessarily satisfied. To find a pressure field 
thatt satisfies both the advection-diffusion equations for the velocity components and the 
continuityy equation, the SIMPLEC pressure correction algorithm is applied (Van Doormal and 
Raithby,, 1984). 

4.. Differencing schemes 

TimeTime differencing 
Thee applied time differencing scheme is fully implicit backward differencing. This means 

thee solution at step N is a function of the derivatives at step N and the solution at step N - 1. 
Sincee the derivatives at step N are unknown, this results in a large system of linearized 
equations.. This system is solved in an iterative way. The default solvers are the line solver 
(turbulencee equations), the Stone solver (velocity and volume/mass-fraction equations) and 
thee ICCG solver (pressure equation). Alternatively, an AMG solver has been used to solve the 
pressuree equation. 

Thee line solver implements a line relaxation method, the ICCG solver implements a 
preconditionedd conjugate gradient method, and the AMG solver implements an algebraic 
multi-gridd solver. 

Thee iterative procedure for solving implicit time differencing is referred to as the inner 
iteration.. Coupling of the different equations is also addressed in an iterative way. This is 
referredd to as the outer iteration. 

SpatialSpatial differencing 
Alll  equatfons are setup in a diffusion-advection form. Differencing of the diffusion terms is 

alwayss handled in the same way (central differencing with a local diffusion coefficient stored 
att the cell faces). 

Forr the advection terms, several options are available in the package, the defaults being 
centrall  differencing (pressure equation), upwind differencing (volume fraction equations) and 
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hybridd differencing (all remaining equations). Hybrid differencing evaluates to central 
differencingg for low cell Pe numbers (Pe <2), or to upwind differencing (ignoring diffusion) 
forr high cell Pe numbers. 

C.C. Volume  of  Fluid  (VOF) 
Thee Volume of Fluid (VOF) method is a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) method. The 

equationss governing this type of simulation are the equations of the homogeneous model 
describedd in eqs (6)-(l 1). 

Thee body forces in the momentum equations consist of gravitational force and surface 
tension.. To counteract numerical diffusion, a surface sharpening method has been applied. 

1.. Surface tension 
Inn VOF simulations, surface tension is introduced by adding a momentum source of the 

followingg form: 

B,„,„ m„ t,wn=^VEE (32) 

withh curvature: 

i?? = -v-A A 

(finitee difference approximation:) 

\n\ \n\ 

(( \ 

\n\ \n\ 
n\-(V-n) n\-(V-n) 

(33) ) 

(34) ) 

derivedd from normal vector: 

nn = Ve (35) 

Walll  adhesion is solved in an iterative way, modifying holdups at the wall until the 
specifiedd wall contact angle had been satisfied. 

Thee complete body forces term B is the sum of the surface tension force BsurfacetenSion and 
thee gravitational force Bs = gp: 

BB = B „ , +gp (36) 
xurfacetensumxurfacetensum or v ' 

2.. Surface sharpening 
Too maintain sharp free interfaces between two phases in VOF simulations, a surface 

sharpeningg correction is applied. This correction determines the location of the free interface 
byy using a threshold holdup of 0.5. After the interface has been located, the sharpening 
algorithmm removes volume fractions from the wrong side of the interface. To maintain mass 
conservation,, these removed volumes are added to the opposite side of the interface. 

3.. Turbulence 
Sincee the VOF method is a DNS approach, the time and length scales on which the 

equationss are solved should be sufficiently small to directly take fluctuating fluid motion due 
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too turbulence into account. Therefore, VOF simulations do not incorporate the kz model or 
anyy other turbulence models. 

D.D. Euler-Euler 
Inn Euler-Euler simulations, separate phases are treated as interpenetrating fluids. This 

meanss that at a certain position, all phases can be present with a certain volume fraction, and 
noo clear interface between the phases can be established. This allows both the length and the 
timee scale on which these equations are solved to be larger than in DNS methods. 

Thee equations governing Euler-Euler simulations are the equations of the multi-fluid model 
(eqss 1-5). Unless specifically mentioned otherwise, the only body force taken into account in 
thiss research is gravitational force: 

K=Pa8K=Pa8 07) 

1.. Drag 
Unlesss mentioned otherwise for specific simulations, for gas-liquid systems the liquid is 

modelledd as a continuous phase, whereas the gas is present in one or more discontinuous 
phases.. For the discontinuous gas phases a mean bubble diameter dc as well as a drag 
coefficientt CD will need to be specified. The particle model for inter-phase drag (eq. 24) is 
appliedd to model the drag between a discontinuous gas phase and the continuous liquid phase. 
Iff  more than one gas phase is present, no drag (free slip) between the gas phases is assumed. 

2.. Turbulence 
Unlesss mentioned otherwise, there is no turbulence modelling for the discontinuous (gas) 

phases.. For the continuous phase (liquid) the general multi-phase kz model is applied (eqs 12-
21).. The inter-phase transfer coefficients c  ̂ and c  ̂ are assumed zero. The Prandtl numbers 
<7<7 for the various quantities are not used, resulting in the eddy diffusion coefficients V for the 
variouss transported quantities to be zero. For the other parameters in the kz model, the default 
valuess are used, as shown in table 1: 

Tablee 1. 
defaultt parameters for kz model: 

Modell  constant 
cc» » 
ccie ie 
Qe e 
c* * 

Defaultt  value 
0.09 9 
1.44 4 
1.92 2 
0 0 

E.E. Gas-solid  simulations 
AA number of models are available for gas-solid simulations. In all the models used in this 

research,, both the gas and solid phases are treated as fluids. The implementation of the gas-
solidd simulations is based on the Euler-Euler approach. Two approaches will be used; the 
solidd pressure model and the granular theory based model. 
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1.. Solid pressure model 
Thee solid pressure model is based on the Euler-Euler formulation for multi-phase flow. 

Thiss uses an inviscid approach for the solid phase. In addition to the Euler-Euler equations as 
describedd in the previous appendix, a body force is incorporated in thee solid phase momentum 
equations: : 

B 5= p5* - V / , ,, (38) 

with: : 

-Vp-Vpss=-e=-eE(et;E(et;--el)el)V£V£GG (39) 

Unlesss mentioned otherwise, the fit  parameters E and e*c are taken as respectively -600 

andd 0.376. 

Inter-phaseInter-phase drag 
Thee drag relation used in this type of simulation is the following: 

33 C i 
ƒƒ J~f~esPc,K -UsI  f o r £c * 0.2 

II _ I ( 4 0 ) 

lS0fdJg.. + 1.75 5 P c |" c Usl forec<0.2 

Thee dense region part of the drag relation above is based on the equation formulated by 
Ergunn (1952). The modification factor/in the dilute part of the drag relation above corrects 
forr particle interactions. In this research, the modification factor by Gidaspow (1994) is 
adopted: : 

ff = eG
]65 (41) 

Thee equation for the dilute regime is based on the particle model (eq. 24). The value of the 
dragg coefficient CD depends on the flow regime: 

[24 4 
J—— (1 + 0.15 Re0687) (viscous regime) ( 4 2) 

[Ó.444 (Newton regime) 

Too ensure continuity of the drag coefficient, switching between the two regimes will be 
basedd on a comparison between the two drag coefficients. After evaluating both branches of 
eq.. (42), the maximum value for the drag coefficient will be used. 

Thee relation used in the viscous regime is based on Schiller and Nauman (1933). 

2.. Granular  theory 
Thiss model is also based on the Euler-Euler equations, but several model equations have 

beenn added. The gas phase description is not modified. The solid phase is considered to exist 
off  hard spheres, in which collisions between the particles ensure the particle concentration 
remainss below the maximum particle packing. The kinetic energy stored in the particles is 
expressedd in a granular temperature. The granular temperature can be used to calculate a 
granularr pressure and a granular viscosity. If in addition to those quantities an inter-phase drag 
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termm is specified, sufficient information is available to complete the model equations and 
formulatee a simulation. 

RadialRadial distribution function 
Thee radial distribution function go describes the equilibrium radial distribution at particle 

contact,, and can be interpreted as the probability of a particle touching another particle. It can 
bee derived from statistical mechanics. The following empirical relations can be used: 

Dingg and Gidaspow (1990): 

33 1 
* „ = -- (43a) 

Balzerr and Simonin (1993): 

gg00=—=——+—+ - £s-rd , + i  , (43b) 
l-el-eSMlSMl 2 ( l -£S j r i )

2 2(1-£,.„,)' 

Syamlaletal.. (1993): 

11 3F 

g 0 = - ^ - ++ y , (43c) 
l-£l-£ss 2( l -£s) 

Inn the equations above, 

'S,re!'S,re! ~~ „ 
(44) ) 

inn which £s denotes the maximum solids packing. 

GranularGranular temperature 
Thee granular temperature 05 has been defined using the fluctuating velocity us,f of the 

particles: : 

Itt is comparable to temperature for gas molecules in motion, and should also be interpreted 
inn this way. As in thermodynamics, properties as granular pressure and granular viscosity are 
relatedd to the granular temperature. 

Thee following balance can be derived for granular temperature: 

^£^£ssppssGGss)) + V-£espsesus-esreVus)=£s(-psl+Vs):Vus-Ye+c% (46) 
atat 2 I 

Thee change in fluctuating energy on the left-hand side of this equals the sum of generation 
(duee to solid pressure and viscous force), diffusion, dissipation and inter-phase exchange of 
fluctuatingg energy. 

Here,, Te is the diffusion coefficient for fluctuation energy, ye represents the dissipation 
ratee of fluctuating energy, and c  ̂ denotes the inter-phase transfer of fluctuation energy. 
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Iff  local equilibrium of generation and dissipation of fluctuation energy is assumed, eq. (46) 
simplifiess to (Syamlal et al., 1993): 

-- ps tr(D5) + 2p.ses tr(Ds ) + Xses tr2 (Ds) = ye 

with: : 

3;=|(vus+(vu5)
r) ) 

(47) ) 

(48) ) 

Usingg the following description for dissipation of fluctuation energy (Jenkins and Savage 
1983,, Ding and Gidaspow 1990) 

YYee=3(.l-e=3(.l-e22)£)£22
ssppssggooees s —... ^ - - V - U c 

dd \ K 
(49) ) 

andd neglecting the V us term in eq. (49) (Syamlal et al. 1993, Balzer and Simonin 1993), eq. 

(47)) can be written as (Boemer et al., 1995): 

©55 = 
1 1 

2e2essKK4 4 

-(K-(K11ssss+p+pss)tr(D)tr(D ss)) + . 

. . . J (^es+p5) 2 t r 2(D s)) + 4A:4£j 2K3tr(Ds ) + K2tr
2(Ds) 

with: : 

KK]] =2(l-e)p=2(l-e)pssgg0 0 

44 2 
KK22 =—j=dpps(l + e)£sg0--Ki 

d„Ps d„Ps 
— ^ - ( 1 + - ( 11 + e)Qe-\)e,gQ 
3(3-^)11 5 

^^ 8£ 

5VTT T 

(50) ) 

(50a) ) 

(50b) ) 

(50c) ) 

KKAA = 
I2(l-eI2(l-e22)p)p55gg0 0 

ddnn4ït 4ït 
(50d) ) 

SolidSolid pressure 
Solidd pressure represents the force resulting from particle-particle interactions. In previous 

workk by other researchers (Ding and Gidaspow 1990, Syamlal et al. 1993, Balzer and Simonin 
1993)) the solid pressure term was composed of a kinetic and a collision part: 

PsPs = Ps.coii + PsMn (51> 

Thee kinetic part pxMn - pyBs takes the influence of particle translations into account, 
whereass inter-particle momentum transfer by collisions is described by the collision part 
Ps«,uPs«,u ~ 2ps8o£s®s(l + e)  Here> e i s a restitution coefficient describing how much energy is 
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dissipatedd during a collision. For e = 1, no energy is dissipated, whereas e = 0 means that all 
energyy is dissipated. 

Somee investigators (Syamlal et al., 1993) neglected the kinetic term to prevent numerical 
difficulties. . 

Viscosity Viscosity 

Sincee the solid phase is a discontinuous phase, instead of a viscosity, the flowing behaviour 
iss governed by inter-particle forces rather than by an actual viscosity. Lun et al (1984) showed 
however,, that the various inter-particle forces can be combined in a momentum balance 
similarr to that of a fluid. The viscosity term in this equation can be derived from kinetic and 
collisionn terms. 

Thee solid shear viscosity is given by: 

fts=ftsMUufts=ftsMUuUU+ft+ft ss..damdam (52) 

with: : 

,0c c 
Vs.*™Vs.*™ =-£sPsd„g^  +  e\\— 

(53) ) 

Forr the dense part of the solid phase shear viscosity, a number of different models can been 
used: : 

Gidaspowetal .n992): : 

ftS.diluteftS.dilute ~ 

2^M ,Ve7 7 
(l(l  + e)g0£s 

Syamlall  et al. (1993): 

ll  + -g0es(l + e) 

ft ft 
ópPs^s* ópPs^s* 

6(3-e) ) 

Balzerr and Simonin (1993): 

QsP&s QsP&s 

ll  + -(l + e)(3e-l)esgQ 

ftS.diluteftS.dilute ~ ' 

CCGSGS ' Ps^S 
22(l(l  + e)(3-e) 6 160 

(54a) ) 

(54b) ) 

(54c) ) 

Thee solid phase bulk viscosity is given by: 

^s=-^^s=- ŜSPsPsddpSpS00(i(i  + e)\^-
55 V It 

(54d) ) 

BodyBody forces 

Thee solid pressure and viscosity terms are added to the body forces along with the 
gravitationall  force: 

Ks=Ps8-VPs+V(ls--fts) Ks=Ps8-VPs+V(ls--fts) (55) ) 
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Inter-phaseInter-phase drag 
AA number of drag relations are available in literature to describe the drag between particles 

andd a surrounding fluidum. The following drag models can been used: 

Dinee and Gidaspow (1990): 

l rr „-2.6S £G£SPGK~US\ 
'CS 'CS 

for£s>0.2 2 

for£5<0.2 2 

(56a) ) 

Thee dense region part of this drag relation is based on Ergun (1952), and the dilute region 
iss based on the work of Richardson and Zaki (1954). The drag coefficient CD used in this 
relationn is taken from Rowe (1961): 

24 4 
-- (l + 0.15(ec Re)0 687) for Re < 1000 

CCDD=<Ree=<Reec c 

|0.44 4 

Svamlaletal.. (1993): 

CcsCcs 4D Vr
2dp '

 G > 

forr Re > 1000 

(56b) ) 

Thiss is an extension to the equation of Richardson and Zaki (1954), that uses a drag 
coefficientt based on Dalla Valle (1948): 

CCnn = 
V V 

0.633 + 4.8, 

Here,, Vr denotes the ratio of the terminal velocity of a single particle and the terminal 
velocityy of a group of particles (Garside and Al-Dibouni, 1977): 

1 1 
VVrr = -(M, - 0.06Re+ ^(0.06Re)2 + 0.12 Re(2M2 - M,) + M,2) 

with: : 

M , = £ £ 4.14 4 
G G 

10.8e!,288 for £s> 0.15 
MM->=<->=< ,2.65 

'G G forr es <0.15 

Thee equation of Vr does not include a correction for cluster forming, as proposed by 
O'Brienn and Syamlal (1993). 

Inn both the drag relations above, the Reynolds number is defined as: 

DD dppG\\xG-us\ 
Ree = — !

VVG G 

(57) ) 
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F.F. Obstacles  and porous  regions 
Internalss and packings inside columns can either be described as an obstacle (a solid), or as 

aa porous obstruction. 
Thee volume occupied by a solid is no longer available for flow. The boundary conditions 

onn the surface of a solid are those of a wall (see appendix A). 
Thee volume occupied by a porous region does allow for flow. The volume in this region 

thatt is available for flow depends on the volume porosity of the porous region: 

V„V„  =€ V (58) 
flowflow porous v ' 

A^=Ar p„ rou,-AA (59) 

Inn the above, Vjlow is the part of volume V that is available for flow, and AJJ„W is the part of 
thee area vector A that is available for flow. The scalar voidage £,,„„,„ , and the isotropic second 
rankk porosity tensor Kpomus define the porosity of the porous region. 

Withh the definition of porosity above, the general advection-diffusion equation (eq. 1) is 
modifiedd in the following way: 

37* IMm „,£ aPa<t>aa + V  (£a (Pa
K,u,r„»s ' U A "  KK„„r„ u, ' V<t>a )) = 

at at 

£,„>„>„£*$<*£,„>„>„£*$<*  +ZéCap( p̂ -<t> a) 

Forr momentum equations (eq. 2) this takes the form: 
T £ / ™ £ a ^U «« +V-(£a(P«(*,»,™.v " J®U„  -HaKpomm '(VU„ +(VlI„) r))) 
at at 

== ̂ f ) I ,^(B-/?-u-VPa) + X4J)(u,-uJ 
0=1 1 

Thee continuity equation (eq. 3) is modified as follows: 

d_ d_ 
dt dt 

(61) ) 

—tel,nrouf£aPa)) + V-teaPaKlH,ru,l, -ua) = 0 (63) 

Thee symmetric second rank resistance tensor R in eq. (61) defines the momentum exchange 
inn the porous region, or, the additional pressure drop caused by the porous region. 

G.G. Bubble  identification 
Inn simulations that use a grid size that is fine enough to resolve bubbles, a bubble 

identificationn scheme has been implemented to identify bubbles and find the volume of the 
bubblee as well as its trajectory. 

Ai ll  the information that is required to identify bubbles is stored in the volume fraction 
field.field. However, to store the volume fraction field for each desired time step would require 
enormouss amounts of storage space. Furthermore, the simulation will run inefficient due to 
thee time required for storing all this information. Therefore, bubble identification is 
implementedd in such a way that it is performed during the simulation. For each bubble, its 
identificationn number, volume, centre of gravity and the coordinates of all cells that lie on the 
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interfacee between the bubble and its surroundings are stored. These interfacial cell coordinates 
cann be used off-line to generate graphics and find general bubble quantities such as the nose of 
thee bubble (the highest point of the bubble). 

Too determine which cells are part of a bubble and which cells are not, a volume fraction 
cut-offf  eGcuWff has been defined. Unless mentioned otherwise, the value for this cut-off 

holdupp has been taken 0.1 for gas-liquid simulations and 0.15 for gas-solid simulations. 
Att each time step at which updated information about the bubbles is required, the 

followingg steps are performed: 
1.. Walk over the grid until a cell is found with a gas volume fraction £G higher than eCctttoff . 

Thiss cell is part of a bubble. 

2.. From this cell, all neighbouring cells are recursively checked. If eG in a neighbouring cell 

iss higher than eG (.UMff, this cell is part of the same bubble as the cell that was found in step 

1. . 

3.. Step 2 is repeated until no more neighbouring cells are found for which eG is higher than 
££GG cumff  All the cells belonging to that bubble have been found now. 

4.. Steps 1-3 are repeated until all bubbles have been located, and only cells for which £G is 

lowerr than eGl.UIIIJf remain. 
5.. The bubble identification numbers stored in a previous time step with their locations (see 

stepp 7) are used to give the identified bubbles the same number in previous time steps. If 
noo previous bubble identification number can be matched to the bubble found in this time 
step,, a new identification number is assigned to the bubble. 

6.. For each of the bubbles, the bubble volume is calculated from: 

VU*= l£ G ,V ;; (64) 
i=l l 

andd the centre of gravity for each cell is calculated from: 
n n 

xxCOKCOK = ^ - n (65) 

5>CJv, , 
inn which n is the number of cells in the bubble, x denotes any of the directions x, y or z, 
andd Vj denotes the volume of cell /. 

7.. For each bubble, the centre of gravity and the identification number are stored in memory. 
Iff  a number of time steps is present between two bubble identification steps, the stored 

centress of gravity are likely not to be inside the same bubble at the next evaluation, since the 
bubblee has travelled a certain distance. Therefore, this algorithm would not be able to supply 
thee same identification number to the bubble and the bubble would receive a new 
identificationn number at each bubble identification step. To prevent this, the centres of gravity 
storedd in memory in step 7 are integrated using the gas velocity field of each time step. This is 
simplee first order integration: at each time step the velocity at the location of the stored centre 
off  gravity is multiplied with the time step size and added to the centre of gravity. 
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